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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a debilitating neurological disorder affecting millions of people

worldwide. Early and accurate diagnosis of AD is crucial for accessing treatments

(including clinical trials), planning for the future, and obtaining necessary services.

Unfortunately, AD and other neurodegenerative diseases associated with cognitive

impairment or behavioral changes, are frequently misdiagnosed or diagnosed at later

stages. Experts recommend a multifaceted approach that integrates performance,

informant, and self-report data to properly assess patients with neurodegenerative

diseases (1). This approach allows clinicians to assess the presence and severity of

cognitive disorders, establish a differential diagnosis, and formulate an effective

treatment plan. Caregivers play a pivotal role in recognizing early signs of the disease,

such as memory loss and behavioral changes. They provide valuable insights to

healthcare providers, assisting in diagnosis and treatment (2). In contrast to conditions

where self-reporting is standard, caregiver input is instrumental in AD assessments,

especially in clinical trials where disease severity is a critical criterion and endpoint.

Integral to an accurate ascertainment of a patient’s severity of disease, which is focused

on functional abilities, is a dementia rating scale. In the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale

(CDR), a semi-structured interview format is used to collect detailed information from

an informant regarding the patient’s ability to function in various domains (3). The

CDR (either the global score, from 0 (no impairment) to 3 (severe dementia), or the

sum of boxes, CDR-SB) is thought to reflect the impact of neurodegeneration on

everyday global function based on six cognitive and behavioral domains: memory,

orientation, judgment and problem solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and

personal care. Currently, this is the most widely used scale for assessing severity/staging

of AD (4, 5). The CDR-SB is commonly used as the primary endpoint in clinical trials

of AD, in addition to several cognitive measures.

Given the importance of the CDR, it is imperative to consider the informant’s

characteristics that may influence scoring. Prior research highlights the significance of

caregiver input in diagnosing and classifying AD and other neurodegenerative diseases

(2). Psychosocial factors, including cultural background (6), ethnicity (7–9), and sex/
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gender (10) can influence the diagnosis of neurodegenerative

diseases (11). However, it’s reasonable to hypothesize that

additional informant characteristics such as their relationship with

the patient, time spent with the patient, their gender/sex, and

cultural and socioeconomic factors may also impact diagnosis and

severity scores. It’s essential to consider these factors when

analyzing caregiver reports, as they can introduce biases in patient

diagnosis and staging, particularly since severity assessments are

primary endpoints in clinical trials. Examples of such factors include:

1. The informant’s relationship with the patient can significantly

affect their perception of the patient’s health status,

potentially influencing severity scores. One study has shown

that wives tend to be more optimistic about the progression

of the disease compared to husbands (12), potentially

affecting patient staging in informant-based assessments. The

amount of time informants spend with the patient may also

impact severity assessments. Caregivers who are closely

involved with the patient might have a better understanding

of their condition, but their assessments may be colored by

factors such as caregiver stress or habituation to symptoms

(13, 14). Alternatively, caregivers who are not living with the

patient, such as children or friends, may not accurately assess

the patient’s functioning, especially in the early stages of the

disease. Additionally, the nature of the relationship between

the informant and the patient, whether a spouse, child, or in-

law, may affect assessment accuracy. They may underestimate

or overestimate their function based on their limited

knowledge of previous functional ability in certain areas such

as finances or household management.

2. The sex/gender of the informant can also influence dementia

assessments in significant ways. Gender influences the

awareness and likelihood of caregivers to report symptoms

about patients with AD. Women often have a key role in

detecting and reporting symptoms in their partners due to

their close relationships and caregiving responsibilities. They

tend to be more perceptive of subtle changes in cognition,

behavior, and daily functioning, leading to early detection

and intervention for AD (15). Previous research has shown

that female caregivers are more likely to notice and report

symptoms of depression in patients (16), which may be a risk

factor for dementia as well as a prodromal symptom (17–19).

Given that approximately 67% of family caregivers are

women, with 80%–90% of them being adult children

[National Alliance for Caregiving and AARP (20)], caregiver

gender should be considered when interpreting reports.

Additionally, gender stereotypes may unintentionally

influence the evaluation scale used to assess AD symptoms,

affecting the interpretation of caregiver reports.

3. Cultural and socioeconomic characteristics can influence how

caregivers assess AD symptoms and severity (21, 22). These

factors can include language barriers, cultural beliefs, and

financial constraints. An investigation into behavioral and

psychological symptoms in AD patients underscored the

significance of caregiver attributes, including their education

level, age, gender, co-residence with the patient, and time
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spent caregiving, in relation to the severity ratings on the

Neuropsychiatric Inventory (23).

In summary, informants and caregivers are instrumental in

identifying and assessing cognitive and behavioral deficits in AD

and other neurodegenerative diseases, owing to their close

connection with the patient. Informant attributes, such as gender,

relationship to the patient, the amount of time spent with the

patient, and cultural and socioeconomic factors, may impact the

evaluation process. Given the importance of assessments in

recruiting patients for clinical trials and tracking disease

progression, understanding these factors is crucial. Incorporating

caregiver characteristics allows clinicians to account for potential

biases in reports, improving the accuracy of dementia staging

and response to therapy.

There is an urgent need for the development of precise assessment

tools that address the limitations of current scales. By advancing

scale development, including caregiver characteristics, incorporating

biomarkers and digital technologies, we can obtain objective

measures, enhance early detection, and enable personalized

interventions. This comprehensive approach will significantly

improve patient care and outcomes in neurodegenerative disease.
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